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GingerWeber. She suffers from an extremelyrare genetic
condition called Werner syndrome. In the landscape of
American health, Ginger is one in a million. Although
she and I were born within months of each other-two
children of the 1940s babyboom-Ginger's body has aged
much faster than mine. Because of her disorder she is
now, in effect, more than 20 years older than I am.

I became interested in Werner syndrome, and its gene,
WRN, while researching medical genetics and the Hu-
man Genome Project. If DNA could be likened to a re-
vealed scripture, the scientists of the genome project were
its scribes, scratching out the sequence of the 3 billion
chemical letters that define a human being (the mechan-
ical version). In fact two projects, a public effort and a
private venture, had competed to capture the sequence.
The primary motivation was to speed the hunt for dis-
ease genes and for new drugs to counter them.

In 2000 the rival teams agreed to a tie and prepared to
publish their readings of the human genome simultane-
ously. When the two publications appeared the following
year, there was much cap flinging and commentary about
the coming transformation of medicine. The competi-
tion had whetted everyone's enthusiasm for the age of the
gene, along with creating some anxiety about what the
knowledge would mean for individual privacy.
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Ginger Wbber carries a gene alteration that causes premature aging. In her fight
to stay alive, she has outlasted the scientific race to pinpoint and harness the gene

BY IEFF WHEETWRTGHT

E NEi

So before driving to Ginger's house,I stopped at the li-
brary of Oklahoma City Community College, which car-
ried Science artd Nature,the journals containing the results
of the two projects. From one I borrowed a pullout illus-
tration of the human genome. It mapped all the genes
known to date. My idea was to show Ginger the location
of the Werner syndrome gene, the source of all her pain. I
was hoping that this would help break the ice between us.

The Werner gene hadn t been identified through the Hu-
man Genome Project, but it had spun out of the same ex-
citement about genomics and pharmaceutical development
during the late 1990s.Indeed, Ginger's gene had already
been patented, traded, and cast aside. Long before I sought
her out, I had learned that the great majority of the break-
throughs that are reported in biomedicine are not break-
throughs at all but dazzlingdead ends. The light is always
at the beginning of the tunnel, rarely at the end.

IN I9O3 OTTO WERNER, A GERMAN MEDICAL STUDENT, WAS

introduced to four sisters and brothers who shared the
signs and symptoms of an unusual ailment.In their thir-
ties, the siblings were old before their time. Werner, ac-
cording to an account,"noted theyhad cataracts, premature
graylng and loss of hair, as well as skin changes he referred
to as scleroderma [excess fibrous tissue]." The student
wrote up the cases for his medical dissertation.
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Thirtyyears later, two American doctors described a second in-
stance of Werner syndrome, recognizing it to be an inherited con-
dition. Cases were reported sporadically in the following decades
around the world, especially in Iapan, where inbreeding had allowed
the gene to gain a foothold in some extended families.

The Werner gene-then known to be a single gene, although
what genes were exactlywas not known-produced characteris-
tic features, including short stature and a squeaky voice. After
puberty there was a subtle acceleration of signs of aging, but the
disease was not usually noticed until early adulthood, when bones
broke unaccountably. Then the affected person, sliding into the
crippling conditions of old age, would die of heart failure or can-
cer or diabetes before reaching 50.

By the 1960s the mechanisms of genes were crudely grasped. Made
of long strings of DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid), genes cause pro-
teins to be manufactured, and then proteins run the body. Scientists
understood that the Werner gene, being fu"ltf,must make a faulty
protein or none at all. But the gene itself, hidden among thousands
that were themselves hidden, was a mystery. And the path from the
gene to all that could go wrong in the bodybecause of that gene was
an even greater pvzzle,which remains unanswered today.

By the 1960s, when Ginger was a teenager and still feeling healthy,
scientists began to studyWerner syndrome for another purpose.
Theythought the gene might shed light on the prospect of normal
human aging.If senescence was happening too fast in the cells of
Werner patients, it might mean that a biochemical gas pedal was
stuck on the floor. Find the bad gene, the stuck pedal of aging, and
you might also find a means to slow down the same process in peo-
ple who weren't yet old or sick. A rare genetic flaw could become a
model, a research tool, to attack the "disease" of aging in humanity.
The pharmaceutical industry has long believed that a pill to increase
longevity would be the ultimate blockbuster drug. Thus Americans
who never knew Ginger Weber might benefit from her disease.

Ginger lived in Choctaw, a woodsy development east of Okla-
homa City. She met me at the door wearing a flowered blouse and
pants,leaning on her walker. Her husband was offat work. Isolated
byher disease, she'd never had a journalist askher questions before.

The rooms of the house were kept dark because Ginger, who

was recovering from a cornea transplant in one eye, was sensi-
tive to light. In the shadowy living room I noticed mainly that
she was very small. Right away she told me, in a high, bright voice,
that her red hair was a wig. "I have baby-fine hair, and it was start-
ing to fall out in'92. That's when I went to Dr. Rubin," she said.

Craig Rubin was the geriatric care specialist at the University of
Texas Southwestern Medical Center in Dallas who had diagnosed
herWerner syndrome and put me in touch with her. The most dan-
gerous sign of Werner, in her case, was premature osteoporosis, a
grave loss of bone density.In a research paper, Rubin had listed Gin-
ger's other physical deficits as they occurred from her teenage years
until the time he first sawher at age 43: a maximum height of 4 feet
10 inches; graying and thinning of her hair, beginnittg itr high school;
two miscarriages in her late twenties; menopause at 3l; cataract
surgery in both eyes before 40; a broken left femur [thighbone] at
41 (from "playfirlly wrestling with her husband"); recent heel surgery
and a progressive loss of tissue from the soles of her feet.

Rubin had told me that Ginger had the classic manifestations of
Werner syndrome, such as thin extremities and a large waist. "Now
I'm down to 4 foot 7," she said. Her age when we met, almost 53,
would have been difficult for me to guess. She looked older, no
doubt, yet her skin was smooth and her features were lively.

I asked if we could go into a brighter room so that I could show
her my map of the chromosome where the Werner gene resided.
Briskly, she led the way to the kitchen. Her four-legged walker
had two wheels in front and, for faster action, two tennis balls
cupping the rubber stoppers on the back legs. We sat at the kitchen
table, where she kept her back to the light from the window.

When I spread out the illustration, the rendering of the chro-
mosome looked like Sanskrit squeezed from a toothpaste tube;
it was far too technical. I pointed out the Werner syndrome lo-
cus nonetheless. Ginger looked at it blankly.

Another try. In my notebook, I drew something akin to the
double helix, the double-stranded spiral of DNA. There are four
kinds of chemical letters-A, T, C, and G-dotted along each
strand, I said. Then I wrote out a hypothetical row of these let-
ters and put my initials next to it. Below that I copied the same
letters, except that I made a change in the middle, putting a G in
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cheerful pose at

age 18 for her yearbook
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from Cherokee High School
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"several of the doctors said,'If I had what you had, I wouldn't

be so cheerful.'But I say,'It's just little itty-bitty things."'
"But you know they aren't itty-bitty."
"You want me to be moany?" Ginger replied. "'Oh, that hurts'

all the time? I tell mymother it's the meanness coming out of me."

On hearing that peculiar exorcism again, I responded, "Well,

if the meanness is coming out, that means that the good in the
person is what's left behind." Awkwardly, I added a bromide I'd

read in a fitness column: "Pain is just weakness leaving your body."
Ginger said flatly "I just think of something else."
Driving to the Deaconess HospitalWound Care Center,I let Gin-

ger out of the car, and we progressed across the parking lot. "They

tell me I shoutdn t be here, because I blow the statisticsi' she re-

markedwhen we arrived. The rest of the patients were much older.
The pain todaywas "not too much," she told the nurse.'About

a three." In the examining room, as the medical technician picked

at and pressed upon her tiny ankles and toes, I saw how Ginger
dealt with pain. She sucked in a breath and concentrated a sharp
stare on her pain.

The podiatric specialist, Robert Sowell, came in to see how the
patient was doing. "This is a rare disease in a unique person," he

said, seemingty proud of her. "We've had a limited 5ssgs55-"
"No, keep positive," she interjected.
"-ryi1[ that left ankle, but not the other," he said. A spot of

fresh blood appeared where he picked offsome dead skin. "We're

right on bone here. . . .We've got some of her wounds to heal,"

Sowell went on. "Chronic foot ulcers like this we see in diabetics,
ordinarily. Her tissue is more like an 80-year-old's."

After Sowell left the room, the technician took photos of her

feet.'Another doctor said he wouldn't touch me with a l0-foot
polel'Ginger recalled. But Sowell was hanging in with her, propos-

ing plastic surgery, experimental skin grafts, the new boot, what-

ever Ginger might agree to. On the drive back she insisted: "I don't
want to say I'm handicapped. I don't feel handicapped. But I told
Tommy I wish I'd quit having something go wrong with me."

Ginger squeezed out a high-pitched cough. She dangled her

feet above the floor and chatted about this and that. Scrunched
into her seat belt and windbreaker, she could have been my child

being driven home from a game or get-together. Wisps of white
hair peeked from beneath her pageboy wig.

"My husband asked if when I die I wanted to be buried wear-
ing my wig.'Honey, yes!' I said.'That's how people know me!"'

AVING PATENTED THEWERNER GENE, DARWIN'S STRATEGY

was to understand the biology surrounding the Werner
protein. Although it couldn't serve as a drug itself, the
protein might prove useful in other ways.

"We gave ourselves six to nine months and put a half-dozen peo-

ple on it to see if there were therapeutic targets lurking in there," re-

called Galas. "If there were targets, th.id be proteins that the Werner
protein interacted with. Our goals at Darwin were more diffirse than

aging research-for example, cancer. We thought it [the protein]

might have to do with the control mechanisms of cancer."
However, Darwin's study did not make headway, because the

biology of the protein was just too complex. No drug targets re-

lated to the Werner gene emerged by the end of pge .
"By the time we did the merger with Chiroscience, I thought,

it's a long shot that it'd have a therapeutic valuei'Galas said. "We'd

had this exciting discovery, but . . . " His voice trailed off.
Chiroscience was a pharmaceutical-research company based in

the United Kingdom.When Chiroscience acquired Darwin Molec-
ular in December l996,the Werner syndrome project was put on
hold. Nevertheless, the gene performed a final service for its owner:

Chiroscience and Gercn Form Joint Research
Collaboration Around Gene for Prcmaturc Aging
LOND0N, UK, and MENL0 PARK, CA September 15, 1gg7-Chirosdence
Group plc (CRO-L), through its subsidiary Darwin Molecular Gorpora-
tion, and Geron Corporation (NASDAQ:GERN) today announce a research
collaboration agreement focusing on diseases associated with the
process of aging. The collaboration capitalizes on Darwin's earlier dis-
covery of the Werner syndrome gene, the first discovered human gene

which directly affects the aging process.

Geron Corporation was the hot biotech of 1997 on the strength
of its own patented "antiaging" gene. The Geron gene made a
protein called telomerase. To insiders, telomerase was a much

better prospect for drug development than the Werner protein.
Ironically, Geron had been one of the original bidders to corner

the Werner gene.
Now Geron picked up the gene as a throw-in to a deal whose

purpose was not divulged in the press releases issued by the two

companies. Geron's chief scientist told me that Geron paid Chi-
roscience "next to nothing" for the option to utilize the Werner
gene. In fact, he said, Geron never did exercise its option.

Today Galas says, "It would be crazy to marshal a large research
program now to figure out how to cure the disease. She [Ginger]
would be long dead. If the biology were understood and it were

simple, those patients might be helped. But it's an extremely or-
phan disease'-too rare to merit funding.

Galas left Chiroscience soon after the Geron deal.In 1999, be-

fore the bubble burst and biotech stocks collapsed, Chiroscience
merged with Celltech, another British firm. Then Celltech Chi-

roscience was bought by an outfit called Minerva. I think of Gin-
ger's gene as a pea in a shell game, hidden today beneath one

company or another. I gave up trying to follow it.
But investments are flowing again into biotechnology; a number

of new firms pursue antiaging drugs. The hopefully named start-

ups are Elixir, LifeGen, Chronogen, GeroTech, and Juvenon, just to

name a few, each having a proprietary target within the matrix of

the cell. Thebuzzabout the Werner gene seems a lifetime ago.

GINGER CONTRACTED GANGRENE IN HER LEFT FOOT. HER LEG HAD TO BE

amputated between the ankle and knee. Although fitted for a
prosthesis, she could not wear it until the wound from her surgery

healed. And the wound, naturally, persisted.
A year later the doctors gave up on her right foot, and it, too,

was taken off. Her left leg was ready for the artificial foot, but

when I spoke with her last, Ginger was still waiting for the right

leg to heal. She was in a nursing home. Her husband came to see

her every evening.
"I'11 be up and about on my walker," she promised. "I told

Tommy I would." Her voice sounded strong.'A lot of other peo-

ple are worse offthan I am." E


